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In this Issue

T

he unprecedented havoc caused by heavy rains and severe floods in Kerala this year broke all previous records. It was for the first time in the history of the state that almost all doors of all the dams,
including Idukki Dam, were opened simultaneously. According to preliminary reports from the
ground, crops at more than 42,000 hectares of land were destroyed and 2.6 lakh farmers were affected due
to floods and landslides. 10,000 km roads were damaged, and 221 bridges collapsed. 55 lakh persons in 775
villages were affected. The primary assessment of loss is Rs. 19,512 crore. As per the Deseeya Sevabharathi
Keralam, the state affiliate of the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati, over 85,000 workers (65,000 men and 20,000
women) joined the relief and rescue operation. They operated 150 relief camps. Relief material was
dispatched from all over the country. The life is gradually returning to normalcy, but the main challenge of
rehabilitation of the victims is still unfinished. The Rashtriya Sewa Bharati is motivating its well-wishers to
meet this challenge too. This issue of ‘Sewa Sagar’ carries a detailed report on the relief and rescue
operation in Kerala.
When entire attention of the country centred around Kerala floods, Gajpati and Ganjam districts of
South Odisha and some parts of North Andhra Pradesh also witnessed heavy loss of lives and property following ‘Titli’ cyclone that hit these regions on October 11. The cyclone claimed the lives of 87 persons in
Odisha itself and rendered thousands of people homeless. The Utkal Bipanna Sahayata Samiti ensured
immediate relief to the victims. Rashtriya Sewa Bharati also dispatched relief material to the affected areas.
Meanwhile, Tripura too witnessed devastating floods in June that rendered hundreds of families in many villages homeless. In this calamity also, the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati, on the request of Dr Hedgewar Smarak
Samiti Agartala, joined the relief and rescue operation and dispatched relief material. Reports on both these
natural calamities have also been accommodated in this issue.
In a tragic rail accident on October 19, more than 60 persons watching Dussehra celebration in Amritsar
were killed when a speeding train ran over them. The Sewa Bharati workers including the local Sangh
swayamsevaks immediately swung into action and helped the victims. A report on this relief operation also
finds a place in this issue. There is also a detailed report on the activities of Sewa Bharati Jodhpur focusing
how gradually the lives of nomadic tribes is changing in the Prant and how a sense of self-reliance is being
generated among the women in various Sewa Bastis.
This issue also has a rare contribution in the form of an inspiring article based on the speech of
Sahsarkaryavah of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) Shri Dattatreya Hosabale. It is indeed food for
thought for the workers engaged in sewa activities and also for the general public. Hope, you would enjoy
the whole content. Your suggestions renew our energy level. Hence, please don’t hesitate to share your feelings through email or letter. Waiting for your response while extending best wishes of Deepawali.
—Editor
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Food for Thought

Sacrifice, not Publicity,
makes one Immortal
Any dedication made in the interest of the society is sacrifice. Building a
complete generation of the people who are engaged in sewa activities with a
similar vision, objective, feeling and sensitivity, the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati is
gradually making sewa a lifestyle, a movement, a drive and a goal of life.
n Dattatreya Hosabale

S

ewa is the task of doing,
not merely saying. A person, from birth to death, is
indebted to so many. There are
countless creatures in the universe. We are indebted to them
also. Therefore, a sense of gratefulness is necessary for all of
them. If we make a list of the debt
we owe to, we would know how
many creatures and people have
done a favour to us in different
forms. Also, if we think how
much the society has gifted us,
how many people have taught us,
who taught us words, how many
taught us to live a meaningful life
and how many imparted us various sanskars and taught manners,
we would know that the much we
return to the society is too small.
Fact is that we can never repay
the debt of the society and nature.

It is a human tendency that
even if we return minor to the
society, we expect that our name
and photo should be published.
But, do those who taught us many
things in life ever expected that
even their names be published?
They are a bigger donor than us.
Even then their name is found
nowhere. On the other hand, even
if we donate a bell in the temple,
we expect that our name should
be written over it in bigger sizes.
In fact, who are we to give to anybody? Whatever we have has
been bestowed to us by somebody
else. Then why do we expect our
stamp on everything? We dedicate it to the Divine, which has
given us everything.

Sewa without Publicity
It is not our culture to expect

publicity in exchange for sewa or
the help extended to anyone.
Diverse sewa activities are carried
out today by Sewa Bharati,
Rashtriya Sewa Bharati and its
over a thousand affiliated sewa
organisations. The number of
sewa activities that all these
organisations carry out together is
not known to many. It is in lakhs.

A man who is not disturbed by any material thing attains immortality
Brand Vision, Shri Lakshman ji C-94A, First Floor, Sector 10, Noida UP
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However, I don’t think in terms of numbers, because
the number is immaterial, the real issue is of the feelings and quality. Another significant fact is that how
many people are involved in sewa, what type of
sewa they do and how they do sewa.
Sewa has many dimensions. There are many
infants, who are abandoned by their biological
mothers immediately after delivering them due to
various reasons or compulsions. The infant of a day
is abandoned at a dustbin by the mother. There is a
soul in that infant too. That kid has done no wrong.
People may call him the result of sin, but the fact is
that the kid has done no sin. Therefore, making
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arrange things for him/her for entire life. If any kid
is turned orphan due to any terrorist activity that kid
too has to be helped. If some women are in trouble
due to any reason, they are also to be helped. Not
only this, there are natural calamities like floods,
earthquake, cyclone, etc. When the life deeply gets
disturbed due to any calamity, then also the entire
society stands by the affected persons to assure that
they are not alone at the hour of crisis. In this way,
there are countless dimensions of sewa. Those who
are economically deprived are also to be helped.
There are some old persons whom their own children have abandoned and they do not extend them
respect and proper care.
Those who did not
become orphan in
childhood,
become
orphan in the last days
of their life. The needs
of such people are also
to be addressed.

Sewa sans
Discrimination
The entire society
is our family where
there can be no discrimination by caste, gender, religion, sect, way
Shri Dattatreya Hosabale speaking at the Hit Chintak Sammelan in New Delhi
of worship, etc. This is
him/her a responsible citizen of the society is the the reason that the Sewa Bharati workers are today
collective responsibility of the society itself. running various sewa projects even in Kashmir
Matrichhaya project has been started for the infants Valley. Every beneficiary of those projects is
who have been abandoned by their biological par- Muslim. Even the workers who are running those
ents due to any reason. Even if somebody is orphan, projects are Kashmiri Muslim youth. At the young
society has to arrange for his/her education and age when some of the misguided youth of their age
health. If somebody is Divyang, the society has to in the Valley have taken up guns against their own
look after his/her needs. If the brain of someone country, these youth have been prepared by the Sewa
could not develop properly, the society has to Bharati to serve their society. I visited two such

You cannot have faith in God unless you have faith in yourself
Shri Priyadarshan-Viresh Sharma, Perfect Engineering Works,
E-108-109, Sector-7, Noida, Uttar Pradesh
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villages. I also went to the houses of some workers.
I asked them what do they get in exchange for this
sewa. They said, “We get happiness and peace by
doing it and a feeling that we are doing something
for our own society and the children.”
In earlier days, whenever somebody thought of
sewa, one opted for building dharmashalas,
installing Pyaus (drinking water places) or opening
schools or hostels for the students. But now, the area
of sewa has expanded manifold. If there is any
calamity in the form of floods or earthquake, relief
and rescue operation has to be started quickly. Now,
a new word ‘disaster management’ has been introduced in sewa. People are imparted training to effectively deal with the disasters without minimum loss
to the rescuers and saving the lives of maximum in
the shortest duration. Even for sewa, the workers are
imparted special training now. People have sewa
feeling in their heart, but they are to be imparted specialised training. When sewa feeling generates in the
heart of any IIT or IIM student or the professionals
doing jobs, they quit the study or job and leave for
sewa in remote hilly or tribal areas. There are many
people, who are doing sewa for ten to twenty years
in remote areas. If they were in the jobs, they must
have earned huge money. But they left everything
for service of the needy in the society. Shri Ashish
Gautam was a Sangh Pracharak. When he attracted
towards spirituality, he decided to move to the
Himalayas. While going to the Himalayas, he went
to Haridwar, where he saw some lepers dressing
each other. Looking at their sufferings, he thought
where am I going for sadhana? There can be no better sadhana than serving these people. Hence, he
stopped there and started dressing the wounds of the
lepers. There are so many examples when people left
their jobs and started sewa work. A youth went to the
US after doing M.Tech. But, he left the job and
returned Bengaluru after some time. After wedding,

he decided to start motivating youth for various sewa
activities. And he has done a wonder by engaging
professionals in various sewa projects.

Spare as Much Time You Have
Many people have time on Saturdays and
Sundays, and they can judiciously utilise some hours
of that time for the society. If somebody has only
half day on Saturday or Sunday that can also be
spared. Whatever skill one has, one can impart that
to others. Make a list of the skills and start working
from today itself. Whatever help you need, the Sewa
Bharati will provide. There are many kinds of sewa
activities that can be started. Some can teach children. Why I insist that the youth should spare time
for sewa? Because it improves the quality of sewa.
When the college students of Bengaluru started talking to Engineering students about Youth for Sewa,
more than 10,000 youth enrolled for it. However, it
took three years to enrol these youth; they did it successfully. Now, these youth have revolutionised
sewa work in Bengaluru and many other cities of the
country. What I want to convey that there are many
people in society, who want to join sewa activities
and we have to just mobilise them. There is no

Truth can be stated in a thousand different ways, yet each one can be true
Shri Surajbhan Singh, Ranchi, Phone : 9431585403, 7296069299
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dearth of resources for sewa. The only condition is
that it should be meaningful.
Apoorva is an advocate in the Supreme Court of
India. He started ‘Annapurna Mission’ and provide
meals to the needy people. He collects unconsumed
meals from five-star hotels and distribute that to the
needy people in various areas. The professionals
working on top posts in IT companies and also the
Supreme Court advocates visit hospitals to distribute
meals to the cancer patients and their attendants. We
all know that the condition of a cancer patient is very
pathetic. Many times, they do not get space to stay.
Cancer treatment is too much costly that most families do not remain in the position of spending money
on guest houses or hotels. They are forced to live on
the floor of the hospital or the footpath. These professionals search such people and not only offer
meals to them but also spend time with them and
share their sufferings. They do it every Saturday and
Sunday. They do not get any help from any government agency for it; the society funds it.

A Bridge between Sewa Organisations
There are various needs in the society, and many
sewa minded people are engaged in many activities.
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There is a need to act as a bridge between them.
Sewa Bharati is doing this job by bringing the people
engaged in various constructive activities together.
This work is done not for any publicity. Many people
desire to live eternally. But, it is impossible.
Everybody wants to be immortal, which is not
wrong. They feel that if they cannot live forever, at
least their name should remain forever. There are
two different versions on it also. People in the West
say if there is growth in your dynasty or our name is
published in any book, we become immortal. But
Bharatiya culture has different thinking about it. We
say there is no guarantee that the coming generation
in the family will be equally responsible and
socially-oriented. That is why we have given
importance to ‘karma’ (action). Hence, some people
build dharmashalas, while some create pyau for
drinking water. We believe that one becomes
immortal due to sacrifice and not because of
publicity.
If Siddharth remained merely a prince, people
must have forgotten him. Countless princes came
and departed. Anyone who did sacrifice becomes
immortal. This is the message of this land. But, the
question is how and when to do sacrifice? When our
soldiers sacrifice their lives for the motherland that
is a sacrifice. That is why any sacrifice made in the
interest of the society is counted as a sacrifice. I
might not have a particular thing, but I am ready to
arrange it for others. That is called sacrifice.
Preparing a complete generation, which is engaged
in sewa activities with the same objective, vision and
sensitivity, the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati is trying to
make sewa a lifestyle, a movement, a drive and the
goal of life.
(The writer is Sahsarkaryavah of Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh. The article is based on his speech delivered at
Constitution Club of Delhi on May 26, 2018)

The world is a great gymnasium, where we come to make ourselves strong
Shri Rambabu Agrawal, Jaipur, phone : 9413444920
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Kerala Flood Relief

Rehabilitation
Still a Challenge

K

erala witnessed one of the disastrous flood
calamities in recent years. The floods were
the result of the unusual severe Southwest
monsoon. Almost all dams were opened at a time.
Even all the five gates of the Idukki Dam were opened
at the same time, which caused havoc in many areas of
the state. It was for the first time in the history of
Kerala that the gates of all dams were opened at a time.
Heavy continuous rains in almost all districts caused
unprecedented disasters in the entire state. More than
3000 relief camps were opened by the Government at
various locations to accommodate the flood victims.
More than 42,000 hectares of crops were destroyed
and 2.6 lakh farmers got-affected due to the flood and
landslides. 10,000 km roads were damaged, and 221
bridges collapsed. About 55 lakh persons in 775 villages were affected by the floods, and preliminary
assessment of loss is at Rs 19,512 crore.
Disaster Management is one of the five aspects of

The unprecedented floods
in Kerala broke all
previous records. The loss
of lives and property is still
being counted.
Responding to the call for
relief by Rashtriya Sewa
Bharati, people from
across the country
extended helping hand to
the victims. The life is
gradually returning to
normalcy, but the
rehabilitation of victims
still remains a challenge.
The Rashtriya Sewa
Bharati has started efforts
in this direction also

the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati (RSB) activities. During
the time of natural disaster, it was coordinating with its
representative organisation in the state for relief and
rehabilitation including conducting surveys, assessing
the property, life loss and plan for rehabilitation and
habitation, etc. The Rashtriya Sewa Bharati concen-

RSS Swayamsevaks cleaning the flood hit localities in Kerala

They alone live who live for others
Shri Krishna Gehlot, Jodhpur
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trated its efforts in response to the disaster.
In the past, the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati through its
state representative organisation Sevabharathi Tamil
Nadu undertook massive relief work in
several affected areas of Tamil Madu and during
floods in Tripura and cyclone in Odisha it worked
through state representative organisations to
mitigate the impact of the disaster and to help the fellow citizens in rebuilding their lives. Kerala flood
being unprecedented in its impact require immediate

Unloading a boat to start the flood relief operation
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and sustained efforts to mitigate the impact. Thus the
Rashtriya Sewa Bharati closely worked with its Prant
Pratinidhi Sanstha “Deseeya Sevabharathi Keralam”
to restore the life to normalcy as soon as possible.
The ground report by Deseeya Sevabharathi
Keralam explains the work done at the ground. “Total
85,000 volunteers engaged in the rescue and rehabilitation work (65,000 men and 20,000 women). Total
relief camps run by the government were 3,965 as on
August 21, 2018, out of this, 150 camps were directly
maintained by the Sevabharathi having 50 volunteers
in each camp, and the rest camps had 20 volunteers.
Three warehouses functioned at Trivandrum,
Kasargod, and Palakkad as the collection centre for the
reliefs. A total of 15 warehouses were created in each
district of Kerala including sub-centres to collect the
grocery, clothes, sanitation material, medicines,
household items etc. Total 210 centres with 25,000
volunteers directly engaged in sanitation work in the
affected areas. A total of 150 boats, 70 ambulances and
300 vehicles were deployed for relief and rescue activities. Mostly the affected districts included Alappuzha,
Pathanamthitta, Ernakulam, Thrissur, Malappuram,

The greatest sin is to think yourself weak
Shri Dharendra Salgiya, Udaipur
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Sewa Bharati workers interacting with the flood victims

Palakkad and Wayanad. A total of Rs 20 crore amount
was utilised for the relief work. More than 70,000 people were rescued directly by the Seva Bharathi volunteers. 24-hour state level help desk worked in state
headquarters at Thrissur and in 14 other district headquarters.”
The Rashtriya Sewa Bharati urged its well-wishers and the society at large to contribute to the relief
work wholeheartedly. The support poured from all
sections of the society, in terms of money, goods or

volunteers.
The RSB defines the relief work in three phases:
Rescue, Relief and Rehabilitation.
Rescue: Rescue work was done locally with the help
of local volunteers where people in immediate threat
were saved and relocated to a safer place. All the
requirements were arranged from neighbouring areas.
Medical teams were sent immediately to assist in
rescue work from neighbouring districts as well as
from Delhi.

School children with their new bags

Swayamsevaks with the relief material

The depth of friendship does not depend on the length of acquaintances
Shri Prithvi Raj, Arora, President, Sewa Bharati, Bilaspur, Phone: 9425581214
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Trucks loaded with relief material being flagged off

Relief: Relief work required to provide food and shelter to the people who were saved or relocated. Support
from across the country was transported to Kerala in
terms of goods like ready to eat material, food items,
clothes, medicines, utensils. The Rashtriya Sewa
Bharati office staff in New Delhi worked day and
night to ensure smooth and speedy transportation of
the goods to Kerala.

Swayamsevaks providing relief material in boats

Coordination with donors, arranging transportation of goods from donors to Railway Station or
Airport for final delivery to Kerala, taking necessary
approval from airlines authority and ensuring the timely dispatch was also the part of work completed
impeccably by the RSB staff and volunteers in Delhi.
The Kerala relief work had many lessons for the volunteers in Delhi, the quality of packing, the packing
material which should essentially be plastic/waterproof, ideal weight of each box/packet which should
be between 15-20 kgs to make it easier for a person to
carry on shoulder in the absence of any transportation
caused by flood. RSB volunteers spent long hours to
complete the tedious tasks of packing each packet
meticulously.
Rehabilitation: This work requires support to rebuild
the lives of victims of the flood. The RSB has asked its
well-wishers to support the rebuilding process. The
rebuilding process is long and requires support unique
to the need of people. The rehabilitation process can
again be a locally supervised process where the need
of every individual has to be assessed and accordingly
supported. RSB is encouraging the well-wishers to
support as per the specific need of the victims.
<

Facts are many, but the truth is one
Shri Vasu Patel, General Secretary, Raipur
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Flood Relief in Tripura
Agartala: Following heavy rains, subsequent floods in Monu and Dev Rivers
of Tripura and damage in the dam many
villages were devastated on June 15,
2018. The Sangh swayamsevkas pressed
into action immediately with relief and
rescued many victims. On the request of
Dr Hedgewar Smarak Samiti Agartala,
the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati immediately
sent Rs 10 lakh to start relief in the form
of clothes, food items and medicines.
There is a plan to repair the houses,
which were damaged in the floods by
distributing iron sheets and pipes. Since

Shri Narayandev distributing bags to students

the school bags of the students, books
and other stationery washed away in
floods, the Rashtriya Sewa Bharati provided bags to the affected students.
Central Office secretary of RSB Shri
Narayandev personally visited Agartala
with 5000 bags and distributed them to
the students in eight villages of Unakoti
District. Prant Sewa Pramukh Shri
Arvind Mahato and Dharma Nagar
Vibhag Sewa Bharati convener Shri
Swapan Ghosh also accompanied Shri
Narayandev to the flood victims.
<

Titli cyclone claims 87 lives in Odisha,
rendered thousands homeles

UBSS workers distributing relief material among cyclone victims

Gajapati:
Gajapati
and
Ganjam Districts of South
Odisha and also some parts of
North Andhra Pradesh witnessed huge damage on
October 11, 2018, when Titli
cyclone hit the region causing
severe floods in the rivers and
earthquake
causing
87
casua ties in Odisha itself. Not
only this, thousands of cattle
were killed, and lakhs of trees
uprooted causing further loss.
The subsequent floods in
Rushikulya, Badanadi and
Banshadhara Rivers completly
devastated the tribal populated
Gajapati district and caused
landslide in the historic
Mahendragiri mountain.
Utkal Bipanna Sahayata
Samiti (UBSS) swayamsevaks
swung into action to provide
immed ate relief and rescue the
victims. They started relief
from the very next day by

providing dry (57 quintals of
Chuda, Gur & Biscuits) and
cooked food, and cleaning the
roads for transport. Also, the
swayamsevaks provided more
than 4500 blankets, 150 tarpaulins, 150 bags of water pouches, 325 school kits, medicines
worth Rs 2.5 lakh and halogen
tablets, 1000 matchbox and
candles, 75,000 of sarees,
dhotis and children wear to the
affected people. The UBSS
ambulance and mobile medical
van along with a medical team
were pressed into service
which treated more than 1200
people in the affected district.
The winter season has just
set in, which will add to the
miseries of the people who
have lost their houses and
living under open sky. For it,
more than 1.5 lakh blankets
and about thousand tarpaulins
are direly needed.
<

If you tell the truth, you don’t have to remember anything
Shri Surendra Sharma, Himachal Pradesh, Phone: 9418104337
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Sewa amidst Shock
Amritsar: Whenever there is any calamity, the
RSS workers are always at the forefront with
relief and help. It was once again proved correct
when the Sangh workers reached the tragedy site
at Joda Fatak on October 19 where a speeding
train ran over hundreds of persons killing 61 who
were watching Dussehra celebration.
When the political leaders and the ministers
of the state government were busy in the blame
game for the tragedy, the Sangh workers were
rescuing the victims. Amritsar Vibhag Pracharak
Shri Akshaya Kumar rushed to the spot along
with the swayamsevaks. They ensured every possible help to the victims particularly to the family
members of those who were killed in the tragedy.
A group of 20 workers from Sewa Bharati and
Kreeda Bharati along with the swayamsevaks
collected the dead bodies. Another group of 40
swayamsevaks rushed to Shri Gurunanak Dev,
Shri Guru Ramdas and Civil Hospitals to help the
injured persons undergoing treatment there.
They served tea and water for the family
members of the victims. The phone numbers of
four local swayamsevaks and also the telephone
number of the Sangh Karyalaya were released as
helpline numbers. More than 1000 people phoned
on those numbers to inquire about the help and
the victims. About 200 swayamsevaks from
Amritsar and 40 from Phagwara were available
for blood donation at different hospitals. Not only
the Sangh swayamsevaks, but some women from
their families were also available at the hospitals
for the help of the victims. In the morning of
October 20 and 21, about 1000 cups of tea along
with snacks were served to the victim families.

Sewa Bharati workers with tea and snacks for the victims

They also helped in cremation of the dead bodies.
On October 21, international working president of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) Shri
Alok Kumar met the families of the victims.
Amritsar Vibhag Sanghachalak Dr Karunesh
Gupta and other senior workers including Shri
Santosh Gupta, Shri Harinder Agrawal, Shri
Kanwal Kapur and Shri Akshaya Kumar also
accompanied him. Shri Alok Kumar prayed for
the sadgati of the departed souls.
On the advice of Punjab Prant Pracharak Shri
Pramod Kumar, “Amritsar Rail Hadasa Peedit
Sahayata Samiti” has been constituted to help the
victim families. A committee of seven members,
who include some advocates and the people with
administrative experience, has been constituted
for it. The Committee will ensure every possible
help to the victim families and also will ensure
that the victims get proper compensation and help
from the government agencies. The office of the
committee has been opened near Joda Fatak only.
<

Be the change that you want to see in the world
Shri Somnath Agrawal, Punjab, Phone : 9814193129
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Change in Thinking Changed the Lives
Sewa Bharati work in jodhpur Prant
began in 1989 when it was part of the
integrated Rajasthan Prant. The
work got momentum after it became
a separate Prant in 1994. Apart from
starting various projects in Sewa
Bastis of different districts, the
Sewadham Hostel for the students of
nomadic tribes and the Ambulance
service for deprived people attracted
the attention of everyone

Bal Sanskar Kendra

T
Cultural Activity

Kanya Poojan

he Sewa Bharati work in Jodhpur region
began in 1989 through several Balwadis, Bal
Sanskar Kendras, cutting-tailoring centres,
dispensaries, Satsang and Bhajan Mandalis. At that
time, Rajasthan (in RSS parlance) was a single
Prant. It was divided into three Prants—Jaipur,
Jodhpur and Chittor in 1994 to spread the Sangh
work in every nook and corner of the state. In Sewa
Bharati structure of Jodhpur Prant, Shri Shantilal
Chopra as president, Shri Shuddhraj Lodha and Shri
Kishan Gehlot as secretary and treasurer
respectively led the work in initial days. It was in the
initial days of 1990-91 itself that the sewa projects
were started in Barmer, Jalore, Pali, Nagaur and
Deedwana districts through separate units registered
there. Shri Shuddhraj Lodha in those days had the
responsibility of Prant Sewa Pramukh. He expanded
the sewa work between 1990 and 1994 by touring
the entire region as a full-time worker. In those days
the work began in many districts. The work became
impressive under the direction of Shri Shuddhraj
Lodha and the then organising secretary Shri
Moolchand Lodha.

No one can make you feel inferior without your own tacit consent
Shri Bhushan Tyagi
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Registration at District Level
Sewa Bharati units were duly registered in
Jaisalmer and Sirohi districts in 1991-92, while the
units in Bikaner and Shriganganagar were registered
in 1992-93. After the creation of Jodhpur as a
separate Prant, Shri Ramnivas ji was given the
responsibility of Prant organising secretary in 1996.
Under his guidance, the sewa work got momentum
in the whole Prant. He was the organising secretary
from 1996 to 2002. In the year 2002, the decision to
start a hostel for the students from deprived families
in Jodhpur was taken. A piece of land for the proposed hostel was donated by Shri Kishan Gehlot to
Sewa Bharati. Another adjoining piece of land was
purchased by Sewa Bharati for this project. This is
how, with eight students, the Sewadham Hostel for
boys was started in the same year i.e. 2002 by
constructing two rooms on those plots.
The sewa work in the Prant gradually started
touching new heights. Meanwhile, the Sewa Bharati
decided to start a mobile dispensary by arranging a
vehicle. The vehicle carrying a doctor, a compounder, and medicines visited various deprived
localities every day. This experiment turned so much
popular that people waited for it and as it reached the
locality, a feeling of satisfaction was visible on
every faces. In those days, the Sewa Bharati also
started providing meals to the people at two places
in Bikaner Mahanagar at Rs 5 only. This experiment
proved to be very helpful to the people who particularly came from villages for various works in the
city.

Self-Reliance

Employment generation

Ambulance Service
Sewa Bharati units in Balotara and Hanuman
Garh Districts were registered in 2014-15 and
2015-16 respectively. The work got further momentum after the registration. In the year 2016, Sewa
Bharati unit in Medata Nagar started an Ambulance

Value-based education

An eye for an eye only ends up making the whole world blind
Shri Pawan Mangla, Phone: -9306155936
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Imparting values at a Bal Sanskar Kendra

service. Today, three ambulances provide round the
clock service to the needy persons. This has curbed
the arbitrary attitude of some private vehicle owners
in the area who charged arbitrary amount from the
people in distress. The Sewa Bharati vehicles are
now available for people without any discrimination
at the minimum charges, and they are free for the
orphans and careless people.

Sewadham Hostel for Nomadic Tribes
Sewa Bharat in the year 2015 decided to spread
education among the nomadic tribes in Dungargarh
(Norva) area. The problem with the nomadic tribes is
that they do not stay at one place for a long time and
continue to change their place. Hence, it is very
difficult to start any project for their welfare.
Keeping in view this constraint, the Sewa Bharati
Dungargah started Sewadham Hostel for nomadic
tribes at the premises are of Shri Dungargah Chirpat

Nathji in 2015. The people of these communities are
deprived of education since generations. Hence, they
are not ready to send their wards to the hostel in the
beginning. But, the Sewa Bharati workers persuaded
some of the people to send their wards to the hostel.
Now, after generations, they are happy to see their
children getting education. The children too are
happy and hope for a bright future. Apart from
education, they also learn music. These are very talented and fearless children. Today, 30 students study
while staying at the hostel. Apart from the students,
a sense of self-confidence has been generated among
their parents too. They feel proud to see their wards
getting modern education. Whenever any of the
parents of these children visit the hostel to see the
progress of the children a sense of happiness is
clearly visible on their faces. They said no matter
they could not study, but their children would now
be educated. The thinking of the general public

God helps those who help themselves
Shri Jitendra Kaushik, Onex Company, Phone : 9810384834
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about these nomadic tribes has also started changing
due to this hostel.

women empowerment
Sewa Bharati Anupgarh (Suratgarh) started
employment generation projects in two localities of
rag pickers in July 2018. In these localities, the
women made 15000 rakhis on Rakshabandhan and
earned Rs 45,000. This generated the sense of selfconfidence and self-respect among them. Also, ten
sewing machines in each of the Basti were provided
in both the localities to the women. The women of the
Bastis stitch ‘Om Flags’ and some other clothes. This
helped them earn good money. The scene of the
Bastis has changed since both these centres have
been started. The streets of the Bastis are cleaner than
ever before. The children of both these localities have
never been to school. They also collected scrap along
with their parents and also indulge in begging. Now
the children come to the Sewa Bharati run Bal
Sanskar Kendra to study. The money earned by the
women has strengthened their family condition.

A worker imparting training to stich Om flags

Women stiching Om flags

Changing Scene of the Sewa Bastis
The overall scene in the Sewa Bastis is gradually changing due to all these sewa activities. Majority
of the people in the Bastis have a bath every day and
also have started performing puja and ‘aarti’ every
day. There is weekly satsang in almost all the Bastis.
It is a big change. Many people have abandoned consuming liquor. The people from general localities
also join different activities conducted in these
Bastis. Yajnas are also held regularly.
The sewa work is gradually getting new dimensions. Since the creation of new Prant, senior leaders
tour all districts. The work is spreading all over the
Prant. But the Sewa Bharati unit at the Prant level
was not registered so far. Hence, this shortcoming
was removed this year when in September 2018 the
unit was registered with the efforts of Prant president
Shri Biharilal Jangid and Prant secretary Shri
Makwana. The level of education, sanskar, selfreliance and social harmony is strengthening due to
various activities including Raksha Bandhan, Shri
Krishna Janmashtami, Kanya Pujan, Bal Sanskar
Kendras, Bharat Mata Pujan, annual functions, yajnas, etc. All these activities are gradually changing
the mindset of the people and the change in mindset
■
is setting the tone for changing the lives.

To err is human, to forgive divine
Shri Surajbhan Singh, Ranchi, Phone : 9431585403, 7296069299
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News in Brief
National workshop for
women workers

Vrindavan: A national level training camp for the
women workers associated with the Rashtriya Sewa
Bharati was held at Keshavdham from October 5 to
6. The workers were imparted practical training in
various aspects of the organisational functioning
including smooth functioning of projects, feel of
responsibility, coordination in sewa projects, expansion of the organisation, personality development,
social media, addressing the issues of adolescent
girls, use of government schemes for the welfare of
child and women, skill development, human
resource, self-help groups, etc. Plans were discussed
and prepared for the expansion of the work and also
ensuring qualitative change during the next year.
Akhil Bharatiya Sewa Pramukh of RSS Shri
Parag Abhyankar said Sewa Bharati is trying to provide opportunities of sanskar, self-respect and selfemployment to the deprived people.
Organising secretary of Rashtriya Sewa Bharati
Shri Rakesh Jain discussed the role of Sewa Bharati
workers during the floods in Kerala. He said the
sense of duty towards our countrymen in distress
reflected during the relief and rescue operation. Joint
general secretary of Rashtriya Sewa Bharati Smt
Renu Pathak apprised the participants of the activities of RSB. Another joint general secretary Shri
Sudhir Kumar spoke on the role of various mediums

of communication, evaluation of the activities and
suggested to evaluate oneself.
Master trainer Shri Shikaripura Krishnamurthy
imparted useful training about yoga and health during the morning yoga class. He presented an interesting psychological analysis of the practical training in
human resource, secrets of success in the sewa activities, resolving the problems, mental balance, etc.
Shri Suhasrao Hiremath answered the queries of
the women participants. Most of the questions were
about family problems, differences in society, fall in
the values of life, etc. At the concluding session, he
underlined the enthusiasm of the participants during
the training. He described the organisational training
as beneficial as one gets energy after Panchakarma
treatment. He said we all have a very big target to
achieve. We are very close to success, and our sewa
work has earned the trust of the people. Even then we
still have to look after 30 crore countrymen, who are
in distress. He suggested the workers to visit every
Basti in coming years and start new projects for education, Sanskar, self-reliance and health. He stressed
on creating some model projects, which can be
shown to other workers. Hence, our own conduct
should be exemplary for others. Shri Sridhar Sagar,
Smt Chandrika Chauhan, Smt Amita Jain and some
other seniors also interacted with the participants in
different sessions.

Start Sewa from Home
jaipur: In order to connect youth to sewa activities,
Sewa Bharati Rajasthan organised a workshop.
About 200 youth participated in the workshop.
Kshetra Prachar Mantri of the ‘Youth for Sewa’ Shri
Udai Kuntal introduced the topic and then Kshetra
organising secretary Shri Moolchand Soni explained
the aims and objectives of the Sewa Bharati in detail.

A service activity is an expression of supreme love for humanity and divinity
Shri Narayan Agrawal, Indore, Phone: 9325053420
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Sewa Bharati Matri Mandali Goraksha Prant
Pramukh Smt Neelam Chaturvedi made arrangements for health check-up, medicine distribution,
blood sugar investigation and completing documents
for Ayushman Bharati scheme. A total of 136 patients
were treated in the camp. Then a training project was
started at the house of a village woman, Puja. Shri
Sarvesh Dube apprised the people of various government schemes particularly started for the villagers.

Trees are our Friend
Chief guest Shri Adi Gurudas ji explained in an interesting manner why the youth should join sewa and
how they should prepare themselves for it. Sah
Kshetra Pracharak Shri Nimbaram focused on sewa
and stirred the youth to start with the sewa from their
home only. They should start with the sewa of their
grandparents, father, mother and elders in the family
and then start thinking about the needs of the
deprived people in their areas.

Specialised eNT Health Camp
Gorakhpur: A specialised health camp for ENT was
organised on October 6 for the people of Nadua and
Lalpur Teekar. Incharge for health activities Dr
Nikhil Chaudhary and his wife Dr Disha Chaudhary
played a significant role in organising the camp.

Bareilly: “Trees are our best friend. They are the
jewel of the earth and the basic necessity for life.
Hence, people should treat them in a friendly manner.
As we feel pained when we see any of our relative in
pain, we should have the same feeling with the trees
also. Greenwood should not be cut at all. The government agencies too are very much serious towards
protection of trees. This year 900 crore saplings have
been planted in Uttar Pradesh and the targets are
being fixed for the next year. Every citizen is expected to contribute actively in this endeavour. There can
be no auspicious work than planting saplings because
they give us life,” said District Magistrate Dr
Ramashankar Maurya, while speaking at a function
held by Shri Krishnalal Charitable Trust and
Khushhali Foundation. The function, named as
Vriksha Mitra, Gram Mitra, was organised to distribute saplings to the people.
About 7500 people from 58 villages received
saplings of various fruit bearing trees like mango,
etc. Prior to the distribution, they were apprised of
the proper process how to plant and how to nourish
them. Chairman of Vishwa Ayurveda Parishad Dr
Yogesh Mishra said trees provide us pure air. He said
the environment is getting polluted due to materialistic resources and the only remedy of it is tree plantation on a large scale. Trustee Shri Umashankar

A man who is not disturbed by any material thing attains immortality
Shri Jitendra Kaushik, Onex Company, Phone : 9810384834
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Sharma said they are working to ensure benefit to the
maximum people.

educating to Save every Drop
Khargon: Apart from looking after the needs of
deprived people the Sewa Bharati has now started
solid steps towards environment protection and particularly water conservation. Sewa Bharati workers
are educating the school children about water conservation by visiting the schools. Under the similar
effort, Sewa Bharati workers, Dr Ajay Jain and Dr
Meenakshi Sarraf educated school children at Aditya
Vidya Mandir. They apprised them of the rapid
changes in climate due to global warming which
results in untimely rain or drought. They said in this
situation water conservation is needed everywhere.

Health Camp for Lepers
Ayodhya: Focusing on cleanliness the Sewa Bharati
Ayodhya Mahanagar unit conducted cleanliness drive
in lepers Ashram on October 2 and then organised
health check-up camp. Project Officer Dr Vishnu
Kumar, city management officer Garima Saroj and
agriculture scientist Dr Abha Singh were also present. Dr Premchand Pandey and Shri Ramesh Chandra
stressed on adopting cleanliness as we focus on sewa.
Dr Upendramani Tripathi of Arogya Bharati
explained the significance of cleanliness in a healthy
life. He said if our family is healthy, the expenditure
on medicines would be saved.

Nothing is Supreme than Sewa
Ballia: A meeting of Sewa Bharati was organised at
Ballia Bansdeeh Beruvarbari. District president of
Sewa Bharati Shri Dineshchandra Singh spoke about
the objectives of the Sewa Bharati and said the prime
objective is to help the deprived people join the mainstream society. He said it is the responsibility of a

Sewa Bharati worker to help the last person of the
society become self-reliant. Goraksh Prant Sewa
Pramukh Shri Karunesh highlighted various sewa
activities. District organising secretary Shri
Bholanath Agrawal motivated the youth to join sewa
activities because there is no pious act than sewa in
the world. He said the youth should unitedly come
forward for serving the society.

Full diet at Rs 10
Agra: Sewa Bharati started “Antyodaya Annapurna
Yojana—Meals for Everyone” with the support of
Saksham Davar Memorial Trust on October 17.
Under this scheme, full diet nutritious meal is being
provided to the people at Rs 10 only. Under the second phase of the scheme, there is a plan to start a similar scheme for working persons. According to
Punam Davar, trustee of the Trust, the scheme has
been started so that none remains hungry. When
asked by some persons during the inaugural ceremony as to how much money will be charged from the
car owners, Punam Davar said the meal is so much
nutritious that the car owners would voluntarily pay
Rs 100 per plate. The scheme is basically for the
deprived people, but it is open for the car owners too.
The question is not of Rs 10 the real objective is that
none remains hungry in our area. She pointed out that
there is a plan to start a scheme for the working people at Rs 25. Half of the amount will be paid by the
workers, while half amount will be paid by their factory owners. The scheme will be started in industrial
areas.

Training camp for women farmers
Bhagalpur: Sewa Bharati and Ox Fem organised a
training camp for women farmers at Kala Kendra
Bhavan. The main focus of the training was to
apprise the participants of their rights. Shri Rahul

You cannot have faith in God unless, you have faith in yourself
Shri Surajbhan Singh, Ranchi, Phone : 9431585403, 7296069299
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Kishore Gautam, one of the organisers, said the
prime objective of the training was to strengthen the
role of women in farming activities and to motivate
them to opt for improved low-cost farming. He said
the Sewa Bharati is also working on a model so that
the farmers can be ensured the proper price of their
crop and their exploitation by middlemen is curbed.

Free eye Check Camp
Nautanva: Sewa Bharati organised a free eye checkup camp at PN Public School Chandithan on
September 22. Apart from students, people from surrounding areas also availed the benefit of the camp.

village. Surgeries of over 500 persons were conducted at the camp. Local MP Shri Rajesh Diwakar
described blindness as the biggest ailment. One who
suffers from it can only explain the hardships. When
one suffers from cataract, one loses the vision. But
those undergo timely surgery get rid of it. RSS Prant
Pracharak Dr Harish stressed the need to instil the
Hindu values of life to the children. If they know
Bharatiya culture, they will become true Bharatiyas.

eye Checkup Camp
Eye check-up of more than 300 persons was conducted. Patron of Sewa Bharati and District general secretary of Seema Jagran Manch Thakur Yogi ji said
eyes are the important organ of the body and they
need to be looked after properly. He said if the body
is fit we are able to do all our works. Dr Sanjeev
Thakur from Shiv Eye Care Adda Bazar conducted
the checkup. Shri BN Mishra presided over the function.

Cataract Operation Camp
Sikandara: Pt Krishnalal Sharma and Kalyanam
Karoti Mathura organised a cataract operation camp
at Uma Ayurveda Bhavan at Summerpur Kachaura

Mainpuri: Saksham, the organisation dedicated to
the cause of Divyangs, will distribute one lakh goggles to the eye patients during Kumbha fair. Also, eye
check-up will be conducted. Addressing the gathering at a function, Mahamandaleshwar Swami
Hariharananda Saraswati stressed the need to stop
tampering with nature. He said many organisations of
the world are worried about global warming and we
all need to take effective steps to curb the emission of
harmful gasses. He said at least we all could plant
more saplings, which is the best way of curbing the
harmful gasses. He also urged people to abandon
smoking and consumption of gutkha and tobacco.
Local MLA Shri Virendra Singh Rana pointed out
that the surgeries of hundreds of people are conduct-

Truth can be stated in a thousand different ways, yet each one can be true
Shri Narayan Agrawal, Indore
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ed free of cost every year. The event is so popular that
people wait for it throughout the year. MLA from Eta
Vipin Sharma and MLA from Diboi Anita Rajput
were also present.

Blood Donation camp on
Gopabandhu jayanti
Bhubaneswar: Utkalmani Gopabandhu Jayanti was
observed on October 9 at Seva campus of Utkal
Bipanna Sahayata Samiti with the inauguration of a
blood donation camp by Sri Gurusaran Prasad, a sen-

ticipants from different districts of Odisha. Dr Subrat
Meher, Sri Patitalpaban Rout and others imparted
training.

Trainers’ training Programme

ior leader of Rashtriya Sew Bharati. The meeting was
presided over by Shri Abhay Samantaray and was
attended by Dr Anup Kumar Jena, a cardiologist from
KIIMs Hospital and Dr Debasish Mishra, Blood
Bank officer from Capital Hospital. A total of 93
units of blood was collected. Shri Gurusaran Prasad,
Dr Jena and Dr Mishra described the usefulness
of blood donation and how it saves the life of
individuals.

Yoga and Naturopathy camp
Bhubaneswar: A seven days yoga and naturopathy
training camp was organised by UBSS from October
2 to 8. The camp was inaugurated by Dr Prajna
Paramita Rout from AIIMS, senior naturopathics
from Cuttack, Coordinator of Vaibhavshri Sri
Sundarlaxman and Odisha Purva Prant Pracharak
Shri Bipin Prasad Nanda. It was attended by 24 par-

Bengaluru : A two-day trainers’ training camp for
the upcoming trainers was held from September 22 to
23 at Seva in Action training hall. A total of 22
karyakartas participated in the workshop. These
trained workers would now impart training to the
ground level workers in their areas of operation. The
training was imparted by Master trainer Sri
Shikaripura Krishnamurthy.
Based on the training objectives set out by
Sridhar Sagar, national convener of RSB’s
Prashikshan Vibhag, the participants were imparted
training. The various aspects of training included
leadership, mind management, self-development,
communication skills, human relationship, management and training philosophy. Three regular sessions
were held with the help of expert trainers on the topics of counselling techniques, training philosophy
and training Management. Since the training was of
national nature, it was insisted that knowledge of
Hindi is compulsory. Sri S Krishnamurthy
introduced few activities like breaking the ice and
team building.
(K.P. Pradyumna)

The world is a great gymnasium, where we come to make ourselves strong
Shri Jitendra Kaushik, Onex Company, Phone : 9810384834
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